Abstract
Introduction
MOGA is an algorithm dealing with multi-objective optimization problem. At present, the typical GA has mainly vector evaluation genetic algorithm (VEGA) [1] [2] , distance-based Pareto genetic algorithm (DPGA) [3] , niche Pareto genetic algorithm (NPGA) [4] . Through the analysis on these genetic algorithms, each algorithm has its own flaws. It is difficult to achieve the goals of MOGA design. A number of studies on multi-objective optimization have shown that elitist policy can improve the efficiency of the MOGA [5] . But, after studying the NSGA-II and other algorithms which use elitist strategy, we find out that there are several problems: elites maintain emphasizes the optimal solution in offspring [6] . Populations of all solutions are the elites after the sequence runs into a certain generation. Subsequently, operations of 1each generation will be carried out in the elite solution, and non-elite solution can not participate in the operations, so the diversity of solutions is reduced [7, 8] . Due to non-elite solutions can not participate in genetic operation, the search for global solutions slows down and leads to population convergence to contingent partial paerot solution prematurely.
Based on the analysis on the basic principles and characteristics of the existing MOGA, an improved parallel hybrid GA with elites maintain will be put forward based on nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA). In order to verify the validity and performance of the algorithm, experiments of example will be preformed. 1 Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Improved NSGA-II ALGORiTHM

NSGA-II Algorithm Theory
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II), the realization flow of NSGA-II is shown in Figure 1 .
First, parent population Pn produces offspring population Qn, and two populations are combined together to form population Rn whose size is 2n, and non-inferior classify on population Rn with 2n scale. Calculate the crowding distance of all individuals at each noninferior grade. Produce the next generation Pn+1 with the principle of fallowing crowding to select operator, evolution generation counter n plus 1 and judge n is larger than the maximum evolution generation or not. If it is yes, then end, or continue to evolve. Cycle until it is evolved to the specified maximum evolution generation.
The process of non-inferior classify on combination of parent population and offspring population, and populate the new generation in the algorithm is as Figure 2 . Judge the first non-inferior grade in Rn and decide the non-inferior grade is whether accepted by the new population. If it is yes, then populate all individuals at the non-inferior grade, continue to judge the next non-inferior grade is whether accepted by the new population. Repeat until it can not accommodate all individuals at the non-inferior grade. Calculate the crowding distance of individuals which can not be fully accommodated in the non-inferior group, and select N-|Pn+1| individuals which distributed most widely to populate the new population. 
Parallel Hybrid Evolutionary Theory
The process of parallel hybrid evolutionary is as follows: 1) Generate initial population P and an empty external archive set * P . 2) Parent population n P produces offspring′s population n Q , and population
produced. Sorts n R based on fast non-dominated sort, and calculate the crowding distance of each individual. Choose the best non-inferior solution of the current population, which is the elite solution. When the level number i is increasing, the number of the best non-inferior solutions at each level is reduced. In order to keep non-elite solutions to participate in nextgeneration evolution, at this time we limit the scope of the current elite solution, so that nonelite solutions can also participate in next-generation evolution, which limit the maximum number of individuals allowed at current level. At the same time we save the duplication of the elite in n R to ' P . 3) At that time  PP population integratedly use the idea of league selection and shared functions to select excellent individual from current group to inherit to the next generation, so as to maintain the number of external archive set population is no more than the predetermined number ' N . The method of shared function is as follows: 1) Select k individuals from the group randomly to combine into individual comparison set C , which k is a pre-specified parameter.
2) Select two individuals from the group randomly to combine into a league set T .
3) Compare the better relations of the two individuals from the league set T or each individual from individual comparison set C respectively. Select an individual from T to generate to next generation in the following way.
4） X is an individual of the set T . If X is superior than all individuals of set C , but another individual of the set T is not superior than all individuals of set C , then X will be inherited to next generation. If one individual can not be chose, then select a small niche individual from set T using the concept of shared functions to inherit to next generation.
Realization of IMNSGA-II algorithm The realization flow of improved NSGA-II (IMNSGA-II) is as Figure 3. 
Example Experiment
In order to verify the performance of the improved algorithm, we select five standard test functions of literature [9] as test examples, are as shown in Table 1 . Parameter settings are as shown in Table 2 , where n is the number of decision-making factor in the mutation probability, using real-coded. To illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm and compare with other algorithms, this paper utilizes two evaluation criteria which proposed in literature [9] . Suppose Q is the non-inferior solution set obtained by the algorithm. Table 1 .
Multi-objective Optimization Problems used in This Study
Multi-objective problem Objective functions Constraints Comments 
Experimental Results and Analysis
IMNSGA-II algorithm and NSGA-II algorithm are applied to test the performance of the two algorithms for test function ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT3, ZDT4 and ZDT6. After 300 calculations, non-dominated curved surface can be obtained, is as shown in Figure 4 to Figure  8 . From these figures, we can see that IMNSGA-II algorithm can obtain more the number of Pareto solutions, and the distribution of Pareto solution is more uniform. The experimental results of IMNSGA-II algorithm are superior to NSGA-II algorithm. Table 3 , we can see that the IMNSGA-II has the good convergence. Table 3 shows the mean value and offset value of the diversity metric  after 300 times operations adopting the algorithms NSGA-II and IMNSGA-II. The smaller the value  is, the better the diversity of algorithm is. 
Conclusions
In order to improve the performances of multi-objective optimization algorithms, a improved NSGA-II IMNSGA-II based on elite-policy is proposed. Elitist solution is the best solution set in the group from the original to the current group. In IMNSGA-II, parallelhybrid evolutionary mechanism not only keeps a set of Pareto optimal solutions from the original to the current group, and enables the generation of elitist solution to continue, and but also maintain the group diversity. Through the analysis of performance value  and  , it can be seen that the convergence is improved and a good balance is attained between diversity and convergence from the figure of the final Pareto solution set. The examples demonstrate IMNSGA-II could effectively improve the performances such as distribution of solutions, diversity, convergence and quality of solution set. In future research, it is expected to investigate how to apply the basic idea of parallel-hybrid evolutionary mechanism and elitepolicy mechanism to multi-objective optimization of other subjects as well as multidisciplinary design optimization problems.
